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Abstract

This paper considers photography of high dynamic
range scenes containing mixtures of shadows and highlights
on mobile phones. Multi-frame merging constructs a high-
quality image at the cost of capturing multiple frames of the
same scene. Contrarily, end-to-end optimized image signal
processing (E2EISP) produces an enhanced image from a
single-frame Bayer array. This paper combines the mer-
its of the two approaches by using labels of high-quality
multi-frame merged images to train E2EISP with a novel
neural network architecture composed of a multi-head mix-
ture of brightness enhancement for accurately processing
shadows/highlights and a multi-head mixture of image pro-
cessing featured camera settings of white balance and color
correction for a proper color generation. We also proposed
a combination of supervised, unsupervised, and genera-
tive adversarial losses for brightness, edge, and detail en-
hancement. Experimental results show that the proposed
single-frame ISP produces enhanced images and outper-
forms state-of-the-art methods.

1. Introduction

Photography on mobile phones has become essential for
daily life, however, their limits on cost and size lead to
multiple technical challenges including taking images of
high dynamic range (HDR) scenes, such as outdoor land-
scapes on sunny days. The conventional image signal pro-
cessing (ISP) from a single frame suffers from noisy shad-
ows and saturated highlights if the image is taken with a
long exposure. Contrarily, a short exposure causes much-
dimmed shadows despite satisfying highlights. The com-
mon practice is to capture multiple frames of a scene, with
either the same or different exposures, and then merge them
into either an HDR or enhanced image [19, 12, 29]. As
multiple frames convey more information about the scene,
shadows can be brightened with more details while keep-
ing proper highlights. Unfortunately, this approach requires

much power and computation for multi-frame capturing,
which is luxurious on mobile phones.

This paper proposed another approach of replacing the
whole ISP with a neural network, named E2EISP, to trans-
form a single Bayer array paired with its camera settings
at capturing time (i.e., white balance and color correction
matrices) of an HDR scene to a visually delightful image.
For end-to-end optimization, we assume available labels
of high-quality enhanced images of HDR scenes that are
generated with proper multi-frame merging and image en-
hancement processes. This assumption is not very strict as
many mobile phones already have their own multi-frame
HDR imaging engines [4, 1, 12]. We design our E2EISP
with main blocks of 1) brightness enhancement in Bayer
array domain to adjust each Bayer element in terms of the
stop of exposure, which is the mixture of multiple exposure
candidates learned from the Bayer input, 2) demosaiced-
feature extraction to extract deep feature essential for a
pleasing output, and 3) color processing incorporating cam-
era settings to be flexible to various capturing settings (con-
ceptually following conventional ISP, i.e., white balancing,
color correction, and gamma correction), where we gen-
erate multiple image-processed candidates and regress to
final high-quality output. Finally, we carefully construct
training losses, which assess good and bad generated im-
ages, in two folds. Brightness enhancement is attained with
unsupervised loss of well-exposure pixel values and super-
vised loss of similarity between generated and label images
in low frequency. Noise reduction and edge enhancement
are achieved with a loss of the similarity between high-
frequency components of generated and label images and
a generative adversarial loss.

In summary, our contributions are as follows:
- We proposed an E2EISP that transforms the input of

not only a single Bayer array but also camera settings to a
visually pleasing image of an HDR scene regarding labels
of high-quality multi-frame merged images.

- We designed a neural network architecture capable of
discriminating shadows and highlights pixels for brightness
enhancement and color processing employing camera set-
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Rawpy [3] Ours Rawpy [3] LRD [5]

ZDCE [11] sHDRI [24] lDSLR [15] PyNet [16] CycleISP [38] CamNet [22] Ours
Figure 1. Our enhanced image of a high dynamic range scene in HDR+ dataset [12] generated from a single Bayer array (processed
with Rawpy [3] for displaying purpose) and its camera settings. Our method 1) avoids suffering from capturing noise and image signal
processing artifacts compared to methods working in sRGB domain of low-light image enhancement (ZDCE) [11] and inverse tone mapping
(sHDRI) [24]; 2) effectively brightens shadows (bottom crop) with proper details in highlights (top crop) compared to Bayer array denoising
(LRD) [5]; 3) refrains from incorrect color happened in converting Bayer array without camera settings PyNet [16] (failed to generate black
color of the window) or CamNet [22] (failed to reproduce cyan color in the roof); and 4) produces sharper edges with more detail in overall.

tings to flexibly mimic the desired transformation.
- We combined supervised, unsupervised, and genera-

tive adversarial losses concerning low- and high-frequency
components separately for noise reduction, brightness,
edge, and detail enhancements.

2. Related work

HDR imaging [29] is a natural solution to deal with
HDR scenes, which can be roughly categorized into two
groups. One is to capture HDR scenes directly using cus-
tomized imaging hardware being capable of acquiring light
energy in a wider dynamic range [28, 32, 14], nonetheless,
this approach is not affordable to mobile phones. Another
multi-frame approach [19, 35, 37, 36] assumes that each
frame contains some amount of information for various
lighting conditions of the scene, subsequently, the merged
frame can have the details of both shadows and highlights.
However, this approach has potential merging artifacts [36]
and the high cost of capturing multiple frames.

Inverse tone mapping [8, 27, 21, 31, 24] is to convert a
single low dynamic range (LDR) image into an HDR image
first and the result can be tone mapped for displaying later
if necessary. The works [8, 21] generate multiple exposure
images from an LDR image and then merge them into an
HDR image; while the works [24, 31, 27] generate an HDR

image from an LDR image directly. These methods share
with us the concept of using a single frame, however, as
inputs are in the sRGB domain, their results are possibly
affected by ISP artifacts which are severe in the case of mo-
bile phone images, e.g., we can observe the bright but noisy
result of sHDRI [24] in Fig. 1.

Low-light image enhancement [7, 39, 11] is another ap-
proach that mainly focuses on low-light scenes. The works
[7, 39] are based on pairs of low-light images taken with a
short exposure and clean images captured with sufficiently
long exposure. Though this setting gives good pairs for
training and generates good results, we cannot apply this
setting for HDR scenes because labels taken with long ex-
posure will contain over-saturated highlights. The work
[24] proposed to enhance the sRGB image with unsuper-
vised losses, which gets rid of the expensive process of con-
structing a training dataset. But similar to the inverse tone
mapping approach, this reveals more details of shadows but
affects by image processing artifacts being in input sRGB
images, e.g., in the result of ZDCE [11] in Fig. 1.

Neural network-based ISP can replace the whole ISP
or its part(s) with neural network(s) for better performance.
For example, Bayer array denoising [5, 38] proposed an un-
processing procedure that synthesizes a Bayer array from a
clean sRGB image; and the pairs of clean Bayer arrays and
noise-injected Bayer arrays are used to train a Bayer array
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Figure 2. Neural network architecture of proposed E2EISP.

denoising neural network. Though the result in LRD [5] in
Fig. 1 is clean compared to conventional ISP of Rawpy [3],
it cannot brighten shadows which is one problem of captur-
ing HDR scenes. The work [5] motivates us to synthesize
Bayer arrays to pair with multi-frame merged images. An-
other work [9] tackles both denoising and demosaicking at
the same time. As post-processing, the work [15] enhances
mobile images using the labels of DSLR images of the same
scenes. The whole ISP can also be replaced, as in [16] us-
ing the same labels of DSLR images or in [22] using labels
of multi-frame merged images. Though these works share
the concept of working on Bayer array, the purpose of [16]
is not for HDR images which are more challenging and re-
quire different dataset, network architecture, and training
losses; while the work [22] needs to have two stages train-
ing with two different datasets (which is costly) and ignore
the camera setting leading to the suffering of failed color as
shown in results of CamNet [22] in Fig. 1.

3. Proposed method

3.1. Network architecture

We design our E2EISP as in Fig. 2 to learn the transform
of interest with the input of

[
x, σ2

n

]
, where x and σ2

n are
RGGB Bayer array and its noise variance of size h×w×4.

Brightness enhancement. This subnetwork enhances
brightness to reveal details of shadows without oversatu-
rating highlights, hence, discriminates shadow pixels from
highlight pixels. Accordingly, we proposed to adjust the in-
tensity of the Bayer array, pixel-by-pixel, so that each pixel
in the Bayer array has its own adjusting factor. We learn
the adjusting factors directly from the Bayer array since it
contains all available information about the scene.

The brightness of the image depends on three factors of
ISO speed (i.e., sensor sensitivity), shutter speed, and aper-
ture diameter. The effect of those three factors on brightness

can be combined into exposure measured in ”stop”, where
a stop of exposure increased/decreased by 1 means either
double or half the amount of light captured while taking the
image. Thus, we use the stop of exposure as an interchange-
able measure for all three factors and let the brightness en-
hancement subnetwork learn to adjust the stop of exposure.
To improve the reliability of learning, we learn a mixture of
S different stops of exposure, xstop

s , with their correspond-
ing S different mixture weights, ws, as:

xadjust = 2x
stop

, where xstop =
∑

s=1,...,S

wsx
stop
s (1)

Let xadjust
s = 2wsx

stop
s , brightness enhancement returns:

xbright =
[
x;σ2

n

]
xadjust =

[
x;σ2

n

] ∏
s=1,...,S

xadjust
s (2)

Though the brightness enhancement subnetwork can output
both ws and xstop

s , we simplify the subnetwork by produc-
ing a xadjust

s directly as one output channel; and the sub-
network generates output with S channels. We use a neural
network in the shape of UNet [30] without downsampling
consisting of convolutional layer and ReLU activation [10].

Demosaiced-feature extraction. Though pixels may
have a better intensity range after brightness enhancement,
they are still in the mosaiced domain. Accordingly, our next
processing is to extract feature in demosaiced domain, de-
noted xfeature of size H×W×N , where H = 2×h,W =
2×w and N is the number of feature channels. We employ
a neural network of UNet [30] with downsampling, which
is well known for high capacity due to its multiscale nature,
followed by a convolutional layer. Pixel shuffling is added
to convert feature to demosaiced resolution xfeature.

Image generation. Though technically the desired
transform can be learned without camera setting (i.e., white
balance and color correction matrices) as in [16], and a de-
mosaiced feature with only 3 channels can be considered as
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sRGB output. However, it is better to embed the camera set-
tings into the E2EISP because each image was taken with a
different camera setting for which camera color may vary.
We add basic color processing functions (i.e., skip connec-
tion with bilinear demosaic, white balance, color correction,
and gamma correction) to our E2EISP to convert data from
the camera color space to the sRGB color space. Similar
to the brightness enhancement, we employ a mixture model
to generate a more reliable output image. We split N chan-
nels of xfeature into P groups, each of 3 channels denoted
xfeature
p , to generate P color-processed candidates xsRGB

p .
First, because the residual learning [13] with a skip con-

nection is well proven to improve the learning ability of the
neural network in not only computer vision but also image
processing, we employ a skip connection to our color pro-
cessing, where we learn a residual image (in RGB linear do-
main) from the brightened Bayer array. Note that the output
of the demosaiced-feature extraction is already high reso-
lution, we demosaic the brighten Bayer array, xbright, by
simple bilinear interpolation, because bilinear interpolation
can be integrated into our network easily.

xskp
p = xfeature

p + LinearDemosaic
(
xbright

)
(3)

Then, given the white balance matrix and color correction
matrix from the camera setting, and the default gamma fac-
tor of 2.2, the sRGB candidate is derived as follows:

xsRGB
p = Gamma(ColorCorrec.(WhiteBalan.(xskp

p )))
(4)

The concatenation of those multi-head color-processed can-
didates will be mixed into a final image x̂ by a subnet-
work composed of multiple convolutional layers followed
by Leaky ReLU activation [25].

3.2. Training losses

We construct our training losses using supervised, un-
supervised, and generative adversarial losses regarding the
generated and label images, denoted x̂ and y, respectively.

Exposure loss. The main concern of HDR scenes is to
properly brighten shadows without oversaturating the high-
lights. One of the effective ways is to employ an unsuper-
vised loss to impose the pixel intensity to a range that is
easily perceived by human eyes. Hence, we employ the ex-
posure loss [26, 11] as:

ℓexposure =
b2

3HW
∥x̂avg − L∥22 , (5)

where x̂avg is the average of each non-overlapped b×b, b =
16, block of the output x̂ and L is the expected brightness of
pixels intensity in the enhanced images. We set the expected
brightness L to 0.6, following the work [11].

Multi-frequency losses. Since the label images have
good brightness enhancement after carefully merging mul-
tiple shots, learning brightness from label images helps to

Figure 3. Multi-frequency losses for proposed E2EISP.

complement the unsupervised loss of exposure. Because
the low-frequency component contains sufficient informa-
tion on brightness, we set this brightness loss as:

ℓbrightness =
1

3HW

∥∥x̂L − yL
∥∥
1
, (6)

in which x̂L and yL are the low-frequency component of the
generated and label images, respectively. Each either R, G,
or B pixel of x̂L and yL is the average of its b′ × b′, b′ = 9,
neighbor pixels in the corresponding color channel.

Besides, because label images also have good edge en-
hancement and noise reduction due to the plentiful amount
of information coming from multiple shots, it would be bet-
ter to learn these effects via an enhancement loss. Note that
both edge and noise can be distinguished well in the high-
frequency components, we set the enhancement loss as:

ℓenhance =
1

3HW

∥∥x̂H − yH
∥∥
1

(7)

The high-frequency components are calculated as x̂H =
x̂− x̂L and yH = y − yL. This loss gives more freedom in
balancing between edge enhancement/noise reduction in eq.
(7) and brightness enhancement in eqs. (5) and (6), so that
combined loss is not dominated by the brightness difference
between generated and label images.

Generative adversarial loss. Enforcing edge enhance-
ment and noise reduction in the loss of ℓenhance might lead
to loss in delicate details, as ℓ1 minimization in the loss
ℓenhance promotes sparse output [6], i.e., either smooth or
abrupt changes in pixel intensity. To deal with this un-
wanted effect, we employ the concept of the generative ad-
versarial network (GAN) so that our E2EISP can learn the
detail and sharpness more effectively from label images.

We implement relativistic average GAN (RaGAN) [17,
18] in our losses, inspired by their discussion that relatively
estimating probability of real or fake data (that are the prob-
ability of real data given how on-average realistic fake data
is or vice versa) is significantly more stable and be able to
construct more plausible high-resolution images. Besides,
because we focus on using RaGAN [17, 18] to generate
sharper edges and more details, the RaGAN is applied to
high-frequency components of generated and label images
(i.e., fake and real images). Given a discriminator network
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Table 1. Ablation studies on network architecture (trained with ℓ1 loss, average of the last 10 validation steps). Bests are in red.
Configuration A B C D E F

Brightness enhancement Off Single Mixture Mixture Mixture Mixture
Color processing Mixture Mixture Off OffPlus Single Mixture

Validation loss (ℓ1) 0.056 0.055 0.056 0.056 0.053 0.052
Validation PSNR (dB) 24.07 24.16 24.06 24.11 24.57 24.84

Figure 4. Validation loss for ablation architectures in Table 1.

D, the adversarial and generative losses are:

ℓGAN
D = −EyH

[
log

(
σ
(
D

(
yH

)
− Ex̂H

[
D

(
x̂H

)]))]
−Ex̂H

[
log

(
1− σ

(
D

(
x̂H

)
− EyH

[
D

(
yH

)]))]
ℓGAN
G = −Ex̂H

[
log

(
σ
(
D

(
x̂H

)
− EyH

[
D

(
yH

)]))]
4. Experiments
4.1. Experimental setting

We evaluated our method with the HDR+ dataset [12, 2]
because this dataset is an extensive dataset with 3640 HDR
scenes taken with various mobile phones (Nexus 5/6/5X/6P,
Pixel, and Pixel XL). We used the curated subset of 153 im-
ages [2] as test images; the rest was divided into training
and valid sets. Because of merging, enhancement, and post-
processing, label images are not necessarily aligned with
their corresponding Bayer arrays. Therefore, we need to
register pairs of Bayer arrays and multi-frame merged im-
ages by 1) constructing sRGB with conventional ISP (black
level subtraction, demosaicking, white balancing, color cor-
rection, and gamma correction), 2) registering label images
to generated sRGB images (similar to [18], finding match-
ing key points and descriptors with by ORB technique [35],
calculating perspective transformation between two images
using RANSAC [11], and warping label images into regis-
tered ones using the perspective transformation). Further-
more, label images might be enhanced by some image pro-
cessing techniques like edge enhancement and dehazing [2,
16], they may contain some unwanted artifacts, e.g., sharp-
ening halo artifacts. Accordingly, similar to [5], both sRGB
and registered label images are downsampled by the fac-
tor of two to reduce potential misalignment after registra-
tion and unwanted artifacts. We then synthesize Bayer ar-

Figure 5. Brightness enhancement subnetwork with a Bayer ar-
ray input in the left (processed with Rawpy for displaying) con-
structs detail adjusting factors for RGGB channels, in which large
(bright) adjusting factors are for shadows and vice versa.

ray from downsampled sRGB images on-the-fly by inver-
sions of gamma correction, color correction, and white bal-
ance using metadata; and then mosaicking as in [5]. We
also visually inspect and remove those pairs which are obvi-
ously not aligned. Our E2EISP, having about 12M parame-
ters, is trained using Adam optimizer [20] with learning rate
of (2e-5, 0.5e-5, 0.125e-5) for (500k, 50k, 50k) iterations,
respectively. Our training takes roughly 2 days for each
training phase of without and with RaGAN loss on a Tesla
V100 GPU. Parameters for losses are λexposure = 1.0,
λbrightness = 1.0, λenhance = 3.0, and λGAN = 0.003.

4.2. Ablation study

Network architecture. Our E2EISP composed of two
main blocks of brightness enhancement and color process-
ing subnetworks, to transparently verify effectiveness of
each subnetwork and their corresponding techniques, we
studied multiple variations of our network as shown in Table
1. We trained these variants with ℓ1 to verify their expres-
sive power, where final validation loss (or PSNR) is shown
also in Table 1 and training progress is shown in Fig. 4.

Brightness enhancement subnetwork, though trained in
an end-to-end optimization, effectively generates meaning-
ful adjusting factors for each pixel in the Bayer array, as
depicted in Fig. 5. The subnetwork produces large ad-
justing factors (bright) for shadows, e.g., the house. Oppo-
sitely, small adjusting factors (dark) are given to highlights
of clouds in the sky. Due to pixel-by-pixel brightness ad-
justment, the adjusting factors are detailed enough to adapt
to fine intensity changes, e.g., thin branches of the trees.
The mixture model, eqs. 1 and 2, in this subnetwork for
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Rawpy [3] Off (C) OffPlus (D)

Single (E) Mixture (F) HDR+ [12]
Figure 6. Visual effect of color processing in our E2EISP.

ℓ1 ℓ1+exp freq+exp freq+exp+gan

Figure 7. Ablation study on training losses (Bayer array inputs are
in top row, processed with Rawpy for displaying). Exposure loss
helps to brighten shadows, frequency-based losses reduces noise
much, and generative adversarial loss enhances edges and details.

reliable adjusting factor is verified in Table 1 by comparing
three cases: (A) brightness enhancement network removed,
(B) single model, and (F) mixture model. Best validation
PSNR of mixture model (F) among three confirms the effec-

Table 2. Comparison to state-of-the-arts in terms of common im-
age quality assessment metrics. Bests (2nd bests) are in red (blue).

Quality metric PSNR SSIM MSSSIM FSIM
Rawpy [3] 13.545 0.446 0.624 0.730
LRD [5] 13.622 0.505 0.650 0.772

ZDCE [11] 13.545 0.446 0.624 0.730
sHDRI [24] 15.835 0.390 0.576 0.740
lDSLR [15] 15.425 0.548 0.657 0.765
PyNet [16] 15.977 0.573 0.677 0.765

CycleISP [38] 13.621 0.501 0.649 0.773
CamNet [22] ℓ1 19.178 0.606 0.701 0.794

CamNet [22] 19.107 0.617 0.709 0.795
Ours ℓ1 19.464 0.640 0.721 0.796

Ours 19.147 0.617 0.716 0.791

tiveness of brightness enhancement and its mixture model.
Explicit color processing with camera setting helps, as

shown in Fig. 6. The networks (C) without the camera
setting (i.e., color processing off) and (D) with color pro-
cessing off but equipped with a post-processing network
with a similar design as the multi-image mixture network,
produces a false color of the sky compared to conventional
ISP of Rawpy [3] and HDR+ [12], supposed to be the true
color. With camera settings, either single (E) or mixture (F)
model, the sky color matches that of Rawpy and the mix-
ture model (F) has a more vivid color. Objectively, color
processing single (E) and mixture (F) models have better
training with smaller losses and better PSNRs, see Table 1.

Losses. We verified the effectiveness of losses in Fig.
7, starting with the common ℓ1 loss, which measures the
mean absolute difference between the generated x̂ and the
label y. The exposure loss in eq. (5) helps to enhance the
dark regions more compared to ℓ1 loss as in the second crop
row, but noise is still irritating as in the first crop row. Em-
ploying multi-frequency losses keeps brightening and effec-
tively suppresses noise, however, at a cost of some details
lost. Our proposed losses together, including generative ad-
versarial loss, can generate proper brightness and detail en-
hancement without irritating noise.

4.3. Comparison to state-of-the-arts

Singe-frame approaches. In Figs. 1, 8, 9, and 10, we
compared our results with sRGB-domain image enhance-
ment methods of low-light image enhancement (ZDCE)
[11], inverse tone mapping (sHDRI) [24] (tone-mapped
with [23] for displaying), and learning from high-quality
DSLR images (lDSLR) [15]. sRGB inputs for these meth-
ods are produced by conventional ISP of Rawpy [3] with
the default configuration. As the output of Rawpy con-
tains much noise due to capturing on mobile phones, the
results of ZDCE [11] and sHDRI [24] contain much noise
and artifacts, though they significantly enhance the bright-
ness. Besides, with clean labels, lDSLR [15] outputs clean
images, however, cannot enhance the brightness of shadows
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Rawpy [3] Ours Rawpy [3] LRD [5]

ZDCE [11] sHDRI [24] lDSLR [15] PyNet [16] CycleISP [38] CamNet [22] Ours
Figure 8. Visual comparison to state-of-the-art methods on an HDR scene.

Rawpy [3] Ours Rawpy [3] LRD [5]

ZDCE [11] sHDRI [24] lDSLR [15] PyNet [16] CycleISP [38] CamNet [22] Ours
Figure 9. Visual comparison to state-of-the-art methods on an HDR scene.

as it does not focus on HDR scenes. Our work is then com-
pared to approaches working with Bayer array: Bayer array
denoising of LRD [5] and CycleISP [38]; and transform-
ing Bayer array to high-quality DLSR images (PyNet) [16].
Note that these work trained their neural networks with
clean labels, they effectively denoise and generate clean
images. However, LRD [5] and CycleISP [38] cannot im-
prove the shadows, which are still in dark, while PyNet [16]

and CamNet [22] suffers from not only saturated highlights,
e.g., rocks of Fig. 8 or incorrect color as camera settings are
not involved in the generation process, e.g., man’s face in
Fig. 8. Compared to these single-frame methods, our work
properly enhances shadows, e.g., the face in Fig. 8 and the
foot of the tree in Fig. 9, while keeping sufficient details in
the highlight of rocks in Fig. 8 and hill ground in Fig. 9.
Note our results do not suffer from either noise or demo-
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Rawpy [3] Ours Rawpy [3] LRD [5]

ZDCE [11] sHDRI [24] lDSLR [15] PyNet [16] CycleISP [38] CamNet [22] Ours
Figure 10. Visual comparison to state-of-the-art methods on an HDR scene.

Our single-frame E2EISP

multi-frame merged ISP [12]
Figure 11. Comparison to multi-frame merged label images [12].
Locations of crops can be found in Figs. 1, 8, 9, and 10.

saicking artifacts, while edges are enhanced without much
halo artifacts and details are well generated.

In addition to visual inspection, we verify those methods
in terms of objective quality measured in well-known met-
rics of PSNR, SSIM [33], MSSSIM [34], and FSIM [40]
regarding the labels of multi-frame merge images [12] in
Table 2. Note that except for ours and CamNet [22], other
methods were not trained with multi-frame merge labels,

however, we include them in the table for completeness and
simple assessment of how close their methods are to the
multi-frame output. From the Table 2, our network design
trained with ℓ1 generates outputs closest to the multi-frame
merge images. Our design loss terms, including GAN,
lower the quality metrics due to the generation of novel tex-
tures/details apart from labels but gains in subjective quality
as discussed in ablation studies.

Multi-frame approach. As depicted in Fig. 11, multi-
frame labels of HDR+ [12] with much more information
from multiple frames generally constructs cleaner images
with more details. However, with our unsupervised expo-
sure loss in eq. (5) we can enhance the brightness of shad-
ows better, such as the face and foot of the tree without
losing details in rocks or hill ground. Further, with proper
training of RGAN [17, 18] and multi-frequency losses, our
E2EISP generates thin and sharp edges with fewer halo ar-
tifacts, e.g., of tree branches or grass in hill ground.

5. Conclusion
This paper proposed an end-to-end optimized image sig-

nal processing that transforms Bayer arrays and camera set-
tings to enhanced sRGB images for high dynamic range
scenes taken on mobile phones. We designed a suitable neu-
ral network architecture to express the transformation and
end-to-end optimized it with proper training losses consid-
ering desired properties of the enhanced images and labels
of multi-frame merged images. The proposed method con-
structs clean images with enhanced shadows, detail high-
lights, sharp edges, and noise reduction.
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